Phenome-Wide Association Studies: Embracing Complexity for Discovery.
The inherent complexity of biological systems can be leveraged for a greater understanding of the impact of genetic architecture on outcomes, traits, and pharmacological response. The genome-wide association study (GWAS) approach has well-developed methods and relatively straight-forward methodologies; however, the bigger picture of the impact of genetic architecture on phenotypic outcome still remains to be elucidated even with an ever-growing number of GWAS performed. Greater consideration of the complexity of biological processes, using more data from the phenome, exposome, and diverse -omic resources, including considering the interplay of pleiotropy and genetic interactions, may provide additional leverage for making the most of the incredible wealth of information available for study. Here, we describe how incorporating greater complexity into analyses through the use of additional phenotypic data and widespread deployment of phenome-wide association studies may provide new insights into genetic factors influencing diseases, traits, and pharmacological response.